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Portfolio - kaloyankolev.com
Email - kaloyan.kolev@yale.edu
LinkedIn - /in/kaloyan-i-kolev/

Education
Yale University Expected May 2023
B.S. in Computer Science GPA - 3.77
New Haven, CT

Extracurriculars - Design at Yale, Yale Undergraduate Aerospace Association
- CubeSat CS Team, Yale Radio

American College of Sofia 2014 - 2019
Bulgarian & US High School Diploma GPA - 3.96
Sofia, Bulgaria

Projects
Kosmos? (art)
A generative art project exploring the
hauntology of the iconic Bulgarian
science magazine Kosmos. I trained a
neural network on 250 covers of the
magazine and produced a series of new
ones with the model. On exhibition in
KO-OP gallery in Sofia in partnership with
EEP Berlin.

Ramonia (music)
Recorded and mixed a 12-song concept
album about Bulgaria, internet culture
and nostalgia. Created a marketing
campaign and music videos that have
reached 50k+ streams. It got me invited
to play at a festival last summer!

Art Mirror (installation)
An interactive system that matches a
user's pose to an artwork containing a
similar pose. Allows for novel exploration
of artwork and photography.

Stem Player (device)
A performable device that transforms
music listening from a fun passive
experience to a fun active experience.

Fake Window (installation)
A video installation at the Yale Center for
Collaborative Arts and Media using a
6-projector setup to transport the studio
to different spaces.

Machine Voting in Bulgaria (video)
Produced a short animated campaign
video about the problems with the
electoral system in Bulgaria.

Optimizing Gin & Tonic (video)
Wrote and filmed an explainer video
about the science behind the gin and
tonic cocktail and how to perfect it.

Missed Out On Oblivion (video)
Created a music video made out of 4000
photographs from 1910-1990. Built a
Python scraper that downloaded all the
images from a web archive and then
intelligently cropped them to 16:9 using
Node.js tools.

Experience
Mental Canvas May  2021 - Sep 2021
Marketing Strategy & Content Design
Mental Canvas is a software company developing an innovative spatial sketching
tool that lies between 2D digital drawing platforms and 3D CAD systems. My
responsibilities included:

- Strategy, copywriting, video production and graphic design for the Mental Canvas
$100k Challenge - a global competition to reimagine drawing.
- Started the Mental Canvas TikTok (currently at 120k followers) and was responsible
for marketing & community management.
- Working with engineering team on UX prototypes.

Design at Yale Nov 2019 - Current
VP of Community
Established partnerships, collaborations, and growth with other organizations at
Yale’s premiere undergraduate design organization. Organized events and worked
with clients on projects including graphic design, user experience and web
applications.

Student Technology Collaborative Nov 2019 - Current
Studio Coordinator
Leading a student-run design studio that creates visual identities for university
organizations and academic departments.  Produced a series of instructional videos
that introduce incoming students to the technology resources at Yale, including a
4-minute animated short.

Small Foot Inflatable Snowshoes Jul 2015 - Dec 2017
Marketing Consultant
Designed graphics and managed communications for a Kickstarter campaign that
raised $24,000. Directed, shot and edited a series of short instructional videos.

Skills
Design Photoshop, Illustrator, Figma
Code C, Python, Racket, Unix
Video Premiere Pro, After Effects
Audio Ableton Live
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